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Perseverance is
not a long race, it
is many short
races one after the
other.

As COVID turns
it’s ugly head, we
return to online
classes once again.

-WALTER ELLIOT
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Taiwan’s Response
to the most recent resurgence
of COVID 19.

COVID-19 is a terrible
virus in the world. So

far, more than 500 million
people have been infected
with the novel corona virus.
Under such circumstances,
how should the Taiwan
government respond?

When we first heard about
COVID, we all thought it
was going to kill us, but the
truth is that if people could
obey the law and take care
of themselves, then COVID
would be less scary. So how
did our government
respond? Throughout the
rising epidemic, in addition
to the most basic mask
policy, the government has

also formulated a number of
policies such as home
isolation, real-name system,
vaccines, and online medical
treatment. Students also
took online classes and
many workers worked from
home. The country has also
been vaccinated to reduce
mortality. While initially
everything was unfamiliar,
over time, the government
revised and improved it.
Despite the rising number of
confirmed cases, Taiwan has
been able to face the
epidemic smoothly.

In fact, these policies are
just additional. Although the
epidemic is very serious and

the government has
formulated many policies,
the most important thing is
people's awareness of
epidemic prevention and
self-protection. Even if the
policy has many unfair
requirements, it also causes
a lot of inconvenience, but
all of this is to ensure all
people's health.

Article and Design by: JUNE CHEN
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MESSAGE FROM THE TEAM

STUDENT WORKS

MASK UP! Sarah posing for an emotional picture with a mask right before
we went full online learning. It’s hard to portray emotions with masks on.

Pastor Enoch The first speaker for the
2022 Spring Week of Prayer
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It is the end of the year! It’s feels a bit
strange writing this in the comfort of
my own desk at home, but we had to
go back to doing online for the last
month of this school year. I really
hope this doesn’t detract from the
overall experience of this year because
there’s a lot of good things that
happened as well. We tried our best
using the resources available to us to
get this issue out but it is less than
ideal, apologies for the lower quality. I
still wish you enjoy reading this issue
and hopefully you’ll have a great
summer ahead of you! Keep safe
during these times and keel smiling!

Yearbook Team



Vaccine
Registration:

With over 22 million confirmed cases worldwide, the COVID-19 pandemic is a
global health crisis affecting all our programmes, and all the countries in which
we work. The countries are now faced with multiple challenges,from the risk
of contracting the virus itself and its impact on overstretched health services,
to the knock-on repercussions from containment measures on health,
education and livelihoods systems.

When the domestic epidemic in Taiwan continued to rise,hundreds of schools
were closed due to coronavirus. In order prevent the possibility of infection, the
school has released new guidelines to relax class standards. When the
epidemic gradually heated up and appeared on campus, the school
immediately sent everyone home to isolate and attend classes and did not
recommend taking transportation.As students gradually got the coronavirus,
the school took action to take online classes,and did not forget to pay close
attention to students every day. Meanwhile, students are starting to
understand the symptoms and protection of coronavirus. And here I made
some points of what I learned. Wear a mask properly, Keep good hygiene,
Maintain a safe distance, Clean hands often, Choose open, well-ventilated
spaces over closed ones, Cover nose and mouth when coughing or
sneezing...etc.

EvanneChiang
Meanwhile, we started taking online classesat home.
We started waking up by ourselveswithout our deans,
preparing the materials we needed by ourselves,and
completing the assignments without any physical
interactions with a teacher and peers.However, I can
say that the online classes are super suitable for
independent students because they can get full focus
and zero disturbances, but on the other hand, other
students might lose concentration easily and lack
socializing skills. In traditional classes,we will have
more hands-on activity than online classes,cultivate
self-discipline skills, and have the feeling of sociability
and solidarity. Therefore,most people prefer traditional
classes more than online classes because we will not
just learn through the discussion of the teacher, but also
learn how to socializewith other people.
I am a senior who is going to graduate soon and study abroad next year, but
also desire to communicate with people there physically and discuss the
classmates face to face. I hope I will not meet new people with my laptop, sit in
front of the desk and just wait for the email reply from my teachers,but also
have no worries of any battery issues or electricity. I believe that the main step
to improve the efficiency of online learning is to make more interaction. If we
have a good condition with good technological equipment and internet
connection,we won’t worry about the disconnection and disturbance, but also
have a better way to learn and study.
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QUARANTINE
LIFE
TAIS’S RESPONSE TO STUDENTS
GETTING THE VIRUS AND
QUARANTINING



Article and Design by: ALINA LIEN

T
he Week of Prayer’s theme, Crossroads,
really touched me as I wrote the script
for the Sophomores. The script is

inspired by my own story. As you may know, I
am the kid that never arrives at school on time.
I “love” to take a small break which is at least
two weeks to hide from COVID. Don’t ask me
why, ask my grandma! The crossroad not only
appears in whether to stay home or go back to
school, but my grandma also wants to send me
to Seattle for my future. She’s always been the
one to decide my future path, even though I
don’t want to follow it.

At the beginning of the semester, I felt like I
wouldn’t be able to come back again. I felt like
there was no hope and I would be sent to
Seattle soon. Every time this happens, teachers
and friends would pray for me. When we felt
like it is the end, I would have the chance to
come back. God shows us that there’s nothing
impossible for Him and with faithful prayers.
Every time I feel like I should give up, God
shows me the right path. I learned this through
a lot of struggles and pain, but God is always
watching over me. So I learned to follow him
in hope and peace and I know if I am following
him faithfully, I will be successful wherever I
go.

What touched my heart the most is when the pastor
told the story of Joseph, the boy who is sent to Egypt
by his brothers. On the way to Egypt, Joseph made a
decision, he decided to let God accompany him
anywhere he goes. He arrived in Egypt at the age of
17 and became prime minister at age of 30. Joseph's
decision changed his life, and his decision is not a
one-time emotional impulse, it's a long process. Joseph
constantly felt the help from God. The improvement
of Joseph is a continuous progress of always choosing
to follow God. So let the word of God be the direction
of your life, and your help at any time of your life.
Once you make the decision, you know where to go
when you are facing your crossroad.
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By Alisa Wang

When I was in kindergarten
school, I did a lot of funny
things. I was a very optimistic

and outgoing person, but I was still a bit
stupid. I was always the brightest and
funniest. I would do things that the
average person wouldn't do. I believe
that all of the teachers wanted to help
me, but they were giving up. Now that I
think back I also find it quite funny.

One day, I waited for the bus to take
me to school as usual. On the bus, I sat
next to a fat boy that I didn’t know, but
I knew that he was a bully. I was looking
at a picture book that my mom gave me
that day, and he grabbed my book from
me. I thought it was fine and just gave it
to him.

When I took out my banana from my
bag, he snatched at the half banana as I
ate. I thought that I couldn’t let him get
away with that, so when he got out of
the car, I didn't throw the banana peel
into the trash and let him step on it. He
went to his friend to get me in trouble,

but I escaped behind the teacher.
The next day, we met the bus again.

He sat next to me without hesitation,
and I was not happy. When I was eating
my M&M chocolates, he tried to take
them. I knew he would do something
again, so I had already figured out how
to deal with him. I squashed the
chocolates and threw them into his bag.
When he got out of the car and saw the
chocolates that had been squashed, he
thought that there were turtles in his
bag! He was crying to get help from the
teacher, and I just started laughing.

Eventually, we were reconciled. I
know that I did a lot of bad things, but if
I resolved them properly, it would
definitely have a very good ending. Now,
I would go to find him sometimes, and
we would go out together. We became
very good friends, and are now just like
childhood friends.

Ihad never been to school until I
was in 7th grade, my mom made
me be a homeschool student. I

enjoyed the time that I spent on my
iPad and playing with my friends. We
traveled around Taiwan and the
activity for our graduation trip was
to ride bikes around Taiwan for 13
days, which made my skin become
darker and darker. At that time I
thought this was my perfect life and I
was going to be a homeschool
student until my high school
graduation.

Everything seemed to be
perfect but it was not. The first
problem began, during the time I
played with my iPad and phone. My
eyesight got worse, and I was scared
because I couldn’t see anything
around me. But after my mom took
me to the hospital I started to wear
contact lenses.

My second problem was I
became lazy and my room was messy.
It looked like World War Three! I
didn’t want to do my work and I just
ate and slept. After that, my mom
decided that maybe homeschooling
was not a good way for me to study.
So she started to put me in school
when I was in 7th grade. I study in
an international school called GCA.
At that time I had never studied
English before. I saw a teacher in the
library every day, so I thought she
was called Ms.Library! I didn't even

know what the library was at that
time. It was awkward because
everyone was looking at me and
laughing. After one month at GCA, I
started to learn how to write and
speak English.

In the second semester, I
transferred to TAIS. I experienced a
lot of interesting things that I never
had before. For example, my dorm
life. When I started dorm life it was a
hard time for me, because the dean
took my 3C away from me and I had
to be clean. At first, it was really
hard to change but after one
semester I started to be cleaner. In
my third semester, I started to take
care of a new student who was like
me before.

I learned that sharing things with
people was happier than being
selfish. Before I had never known
how to get along with people, so at
first, I didn't like to share my
thoughts and complained a lot. But
after a while, I realized that we have
to be thankful for everything that we
have. When you share your things
with others, that means they will also
share their things with you, and they
can be good friends. Sharing is not
only from one side it’s from both
sides. At first, English was really hard
for me but after working harder and
harder I started to learn how to write
essays, and how to communicate with
others.

Bullied or Bully?
HOMESCHOOL By

Irene Yu

INTERNATIONAL
to
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When I was in junior high, I
didn’t have any kind of best
friends. One time, the

teacher said that we should be in
groups, and then at that time, many
people actually wanted to follow me,
because I would be good at doing
reports and homework. Many
students don’t like to do project
work. All the information I asked
them to find was needed for the
report, so sometimes I didn't
understand what they were thinking.
After the teacher separated us into
four groups, some people were happy,
but some people were not. The group
members were not happy because
they didn't want their projects to
become too difficult, so they all went
to ask the teacher to change their
group. At that time, I was so
depressed because I really didn’t
know why they didn't want me to be
in their group.

I was really confused. This week,
the teacher wanted every group to
give a presentation in the class.
During the presentation, the teacher's
face did not look very happy. I didn’t
know why, so I just continued doing
my part. I had no intention of
stopping. When we ended the
presentation, the teacher told us that
our group didn’t prepare the

information properly, and the teacher
was angry and disappointed at me
because I was the group leader. I felt
very wronged, but my other group
members just gloated.

After that, I went to ask my group
members why they told the teacher
that I didn’t do my work. One of my
group members said that because I
was the group leader, I should have
done all the work! Was there ever a
reason that a group leader should do
everything? Or was it that they just
didn’t want to do anything on this
presentation? I was so depressed, and
I didn’t know what I was doing
wrong or where my mistake was. I
looked pretty sad, but my group
members thought that was all my
mistakes!

After I had been through this, I
talked with my mother and my
friend, and I found out that that’s not
the truth! I have learned not to be
too good to others because sometimes
you might get hurt. I have also
learned a quote from this event,
“Your kindness must be a little
sharp.” So I want to tell everyone
that you can be kind to others, but
sometimes you should temper your
kindness, otherwise you might suffer
or get hurt.

Backstabbed
By Erika Kao

When I was in third grade, in
elementary school, everyone
loved computer class, because

that was the only time that we could use
electronic devices. During one class I
saw a student who was actually
watching YouTube. I asked him why he
was watching Youtube when the teacher
was talking at the front. He said because
he was bored, and the teacher had never
caught him before.

One time, I was really bored in
class, and I didn’t have anything to do,
so I asked my friend what could do, and
he told me to watch a video. I said no at
first, but because I was really bored, I
listened to him, and watched the whole
class.

Afterwards, I watched videos in all
computer classes, not listening to the
teacher. Sometimes when I had finished
the things that we needed to do and I
just watched YouTube. When I felt

bored, I also watched a video game
called “LOL” because I really liked the
background music. As I was watching
my mouth just sing the music and I did
not feel it. Then I heard everyone
laughing and I looked at everyone. The
teacher called my name and asked me
why I was singing. That Was really
awkward because I just sang in front of
the class really loudly. That was actually
very embarrassing. Don’t always listen to
your friend. They could be wrong and
could be correct, we don’t always know.
We need to listen to our hearts and to
think about what is right and wrong.
The second thing that I learned is to use
your computer wisely, or you will get
caught one day.

There are a lot of events in life that
can teach us something. One of
them happened when I was a 4th

grader in elementary school. On one
leisurely weekend afternoon, I was
playing snakeboard in a park with my
friends.This was the first time I played
snakeboard, but at the moment, I was
too confident so I didn’t wear a helmet. I
didn’t care that the coach told me to
wear a helmet. Then, something bad
happened.

At first, everything seemed
successful, this led me into a situation
where I thought it was okay to play
snakeboard without a helmet. Then, in a
turn on the track, I went too fast and
didn’t stay balanced, so I hit the ground
badly and thought I had broken my

bones.
After the
event, I
decided to
wear a
helmet every
time I played snakeboard until I became
a skilled snakeboarder player to avoid
any serious damage. Through this event,
I learned that we should believe what
the professional or skilled person says
and we should follow what they suggest,
otherwise there will be a huge risk when
you are doing a new activity. Don’t
always think you can be like a
professional the first time, you should
know that you are still at the start, do
things step by step.

Caught!
Red-Handed

No Helmet,
No Problem

By Matthias Chan

By Terry Chang
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Talent Show

Time passes quickly for us Seniors at TAIS.
One day we’ll look back at our time here
with nostalgia. One such night we’ll
remember is the TAIS Spring 2022 Talent
Show put on by the Student Association.
Students performed their talents in a variety
of performances including piano, singing,
dance, drama, and comedy.

Jacob Chang performed Rap God, a cover of
Eminem’s song. The fast beat and
syncopation was extremely difficult and
Jacob did it pretty well. Most of the audience
was surprised at his skill.

Awkward Duet was performed by Jonathan
and Janie, and the awkward pain was so well
portrayed by the actors that the audience
could feel the discomfort in the air and
couldn’t help squirming in their seats.

Diego, Ian, Jerry and Stefano put on a

comedy skit that was rewritten by Stefano
from the movie Shaolin Kung Fu. It was so
well performed that the audience was
laughing hysterically at the onstage antics.

I would also like to give credit to the
following judges (Mrs. Shelly, Mrs. Pearl, and
Mr. Ayomi), performers, hosts, and SA
sponsors and students who put in work
behind the scenes. An event can’t be done
well without being well prepared, so I hope
the students keep practicing their talents so
next year it’ll be even better.

2022 Graduation Trip

The Senior class was excited about the
graduation trip to Penghu this spring, which
included beach excursions, electric bikes, and
lots of sightseeing and photos. The timing of
the trip was good, because the COVID-19
outbreak happened right afterwards and
other schools’ trips were canceled.

Sports Day

The COVID-19 outbreak forced TAC and TAA
the cancel the campus wide Joy Cup, however,
the TAIS Student Association came through and
prepared a fun and exciting sports day event
which helped students get healthy exercise,
engage in competition, and receive the joy and
approval of their friends through physical
achievements.



Coffee the Cow
Inside the TAIS campus, there is a huge and
hairy creature. He wanders around the field
and eats grass everyday; that is Coffee the
cow! Each grade takes turns to take care of
Coffee everyday during Gardening class.
Lead by Mr. Hopson, students feed him,
clean his shed, take him for a walk and other
jobs. But do you really know about Coffee
the cow? Let me talk about this cow a little to
let you know him better. Coffee is a Taiwan
Yellow cow. These cows are indigenous,
which means they are from Taiwan, and they
are suited to the environment and the plants
they eat here. Also, they are not bothered by
the heat and parasites here. Taiwan Yellow
cows are actually endangered species, due
to Taiwanese prefering to eat fatter cows like
Japanese wagyu and Australian and
American beef. Because the numbers got 

very low, some farmers in Taiwan have been breeding them and now the population is
increasing to over 500 now! Principal Jackson, principal of TAA sold Coffee the cow to
TAIS and bought two more cows and one with a calf, so they have three Taiwan Yellow
cows now. 
 Cows have four stomachs and you might be wondering how much does Coffee eat.
Every morning, a member of TAIS gets Coffee from his enclosure and puts him
somewhere on campus surrounded by deep rich grass. He eats grass all day long
before he is returned around 5 to 6 pm during Gardening class. His diet is
supplemented by hay and apples. No one has really measured how much he actually
eats but we all know he never turns down an apple for sure! Research shows us cows
eat an average of about 12 kg per day of grass. That’s like a decent size child each day!
 IsCoffee dangerous? Coffee is a large animal with two sharp horns, and it is important
to respect an animal like him because he could easily hurt a human by accident.
Otherwise, Coffee really likes humans and according to Formosa News his breed gets
along with people and they are very friendly, so if you treat Coffee with respect and
nicely, he will be very friendly and nice to you!
 And a fun fact about Coffee, he has a really long tongue for him to wrap around an
object and put it in his mouth, cool right? So, after a brief introduce about Coffee, do
you known him better?
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